
Fed-up Mayor wants
A FED-UP Port-of-Spain Mayor
Murchison Brown yesterday said that after
"holding my hand" on forcing reigning
Panorama champs Phase II Pan Groove to
vacate its panyard from the present loca-
tion at Number one Woodbrook Place, he
may very well exercise his right to evict
the band come Ash Wednesday.

Brown made the terse comment as he
spoke to Newsday on the controversy sur-
rounding the band's location of its panyard
on the site of Home Construction Limited
(HCL) Number One Woodbrook Place
townhouse development. HCL purchased
the site from the City Corporation.

And while HCL have spruced up the
panyard at the back of the townhouse
development site, Brown said his patience
is wearing thin with the band's refusal to
remove its panyard from the site.

Asked if sponsoring Phase II for
Carnival 2007, was a mean of forcing the
band to move from the site, HCL Group
Marketing and Communications manager
Lisa Ghany-Weekes said, "Sponsoring
Phase II for Panorama is a Carnival com-
mitment that ends Ash Wednesday."

She -added that HCL was bearing all
costs associated with getting the band fully
prepared to defend its Panorama crown
and as well, the company intends to have
invited guests at the panyard early next
week, hence the reason for the painting of
the panyard and minor refurbishment
work.

Asked what will be the company's posi-
tion with the band after Carnival, Ghany-
Weekes said they would be speaking with
officials of the band for further involve-
ment with them for the rest of the year.

With respect to the site and present con-
struction of the townhouses, Ghany-
Weekes stated, "Right now, Number One
Woodbrook Place has no bearing on the
panyard. Part of the original design had the
panyard as part of the area of construction,
but now construction is going on without
it."

However, while HCL appears to be
accommodating the band, Brown who
promised to evict the band last Ash
Wednesday, said yesterday, "I have been
exercising a lot of tolerance but I can't do
so for much longer. For two years now I
have been holding my hand."

He told Newsday that he had been given
written authorisation by the band's attor-
neys to do what he wishes with the site and
"maybe right after Carnival, I may just do
that."
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TOKYO STEEL PROTESTS SEMIS PLACING
MEMBERS of the Tokyo Steel
Orchestra are protesting what they
deem "unequal treatment" at the
Panorama semi-finals held on Sunday
at the Queen's Park Savannah. Arranger
Keith Salcedo said the band was not
given a musical .prelude, out of the 45
bands which entered and as such, nei-
ther the judges nor the audience were
aware of what they were about to play.

Salcedo stated they were asked for
trie* "tune at the same time when they

were preparing to perform, so by that
time, it was too late. He added that he is
concerned about the comments from
one of the judges whom he believes has
a grudge against the band.

"We believe that it is a very deep
rooted thing that occasioned this judg-
ment," Salcedo said.

He said the members were so upset by
the results that they are contemplating
legal action.

Pan Triribag'o president Patrick

Arnold said that the musical prelude
was for the crowd and the judges are
aware of the steel orchestra's choice of
music. He added that although "Tokyo
is responsible for giving the sound man
the music," other bands have played
without a musical prelude and have got-
ten into the final round of the competi-
tion.

He pointed out that there are even
bands with original compositions who
do'not use any musical


